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1980’s –  First ChEn course in the curriculum is Numerical Methods 

x Ted Davis introduced required ChEn Numerical Methods course in the Sophomore year 
(following Freshman Fortran prerequisite) as the first “foundational” course in our ChEn 
sequence.   

x Overarching goal: prepare ChEn students for professional practice and for possible 
research careers in computationally-intensive ChEn fields and applications 

x In each following core ChEn course, students then completed numerical projects building 
on principles of that course 

x The  Numerical Methods course was built on concepts from linear algebra: linear 
equation sets, nonlinear equation sets, nonlinear ode’s and sets, boundary value problems, 
and pde’s 

x Advantage: After that key Numerical Methods course, students were proficient at 
programming, at formulating numerical approaches, and at coping with challenging 
numerical problems 

x Problems:  
x In the sophomore course, students hadn’t seen yet how the equations arose from 

physics and chemistry, so they lacked physical insight into what physical 
parameters might cause equations to become numerically challenging 

x Some students, especially those less skilled at programming, were more 
challenged in perceiving the logic of the numerical methods,  

x Some students expressed frustration at the perception that this course was a high 
hurdle to clear to enter the chemical engineering principles courses.   

x Mounting challenge: Late 90’s, needed to add 1 credit to absorb the Freshman Fortran 
programming course, which would no longer be taught by CSci with a  pre-numerical 
methods focus 

 
Late 1990’s - Numerical methods instruction distributed through the ChEn curriculum  

x Several factors made change imperative 
x Semester conversion - No longer any proper-sized (quarter) slot for the ‘90’s 

course.   
x Math, Phys, Chem courses expand in the first-year program; also, desire for 

earlier start in Analytical, PChem, and/or MatSci.  
x Less room in the Sophomore curriculum to cover for the loss of a numerically-

focused  Fortran or C++  course 
x Employers expressing more wish for facility with Mathematica/Matlab (which 

had by now appeared in the engineering Math courses) 
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x Implemented modules to teach numerical methods and rudimentary programming in the 
midst of the principles courses, as the relevant problems appear in an engineering context.   

x Algebraic equation systems numerical methods in “mat/energy balances” 
x Ordinary differential equations num. methods in “rxn eng” 
x Pde’s and other topics in “transport” courses 
x Coding done within a Mathematica (later, Matlab) environment. Students were 

still writing at least rudimentary code, but with graphics support and with ability 
to compare their code with the built-in functions.   

x Advantage:  Allowed us to address each type of numerical method challenge as it arose 
naturally in the ChEn coursework, with physical insight intact. 

x Problems:  
x Though with effort could be done well, very taxing and challenging for instructors 

and TA’s.   
x Fast-paced within the modules; students who did not pick up Mathematica (or 

Matlab) conventions firmly and just-in-time could be left behind. 
x Relied on careful collaboration among all instructors, including “non-

computational” lecturers (valuable, but at times vulnerable) 
x At worst, danger of devolving into diffuse, unfocused treatment of computation 

over the curriculum. 
 
2007 - “Experiential” approach, followed by Junior Spring Numerical Methods course to 
review and develop principles 

x Had to repackage the computational approach approach again to accommodate new 
biomolecular engineering required course, and to make computation instruction more 
robust, and to better prepare students for computational research,  

x Sophomore year , introduce Matlab TOOLS only  
x Very little coding (except simple iteration associated with staged separation).  
x Address both transient problems and staged equilibrium calculations   
x Mostly rely on Matlab as an appliance, keeping focus on material and energy 

balances reasoning. 
x Through Sophomore and Junior year, encourage students to use these tools through the 

curriculum, perhaps encountering difficulties that create “teachable moments” 
x Finish Junior year with full Numerical Methods principles course 

x Difficulties with tools now mastered – not a difficulty any more 
x Intermediate concepts now addressed well and uniformly.   
x Vistas now opened to students interested in advanced numerical methods through 

computational research and grad course.     
x Advantages:  

x Students now become motivated before the Numerical Methods course to learn 
about numerical methods; they have a chance to see the dangers/limits of using 
Matlab routines simply as an appliance.   

x For selected students, good launch into computational research or grad course 
x For all, solid (though delayed) background for all students (who are at least then 

able to critique numerics of HYSYS, sometimes ANSYS, etc.) 
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x Disadvantage:  Some students still need review/primer (depends on student’s math 
background) on simple programming logic and debugging in the Sophomore year. 

 
Reviewing where we’re at now: 

x What we’ve lost with this trend since the 80’s:  Loss of core value that ALL students 
need to be able to conceive of, write, test, and execute programs and should be prepared 
for a computationally intense career.  N.B.: Some constituents no longer feel this is 
necessary, but the pendulum may swing (e.g., new NSF and AIChE focus on “Simulation 
Based Engineering and Science”.) 

x What we gain with this trend :  
x Capable use of numerical (Matlab) tools in the Junior year (e.g., solving McCabe 

Thiel in Junior Lab) even before fully grasping all concepts of Numerical 
Methods.   

x Num Methods course placement at the end of the Junior year still allows it to be 
well appreciated and used by those who do want to go into computation-intense 
field. 

 
Concluding question for ChEn educators: 
WHAT ARE CHEN UNDERGRAD BEST PRACTICES?   
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